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Saboom.com presents "Quickies" for quick pleasure 

If it has to happen fast, Saboom.com offers now a new feature for erotic movie friends. With 

the so called "Quickies" Saboom considers user requests and preferences and presents 

interactive short shows. 

Altough "Saboom – interactive porn" is still in Beta

more than 10.000 users were already able to assure 

themselves of this revolution in the erotic industry and play 

the interactive Saboom shows. Saboom stands for 

innovations in erotic entertainme

get tired to come up with new features for our users.

To offer the users more than for example an interactive tour 

at the erotic expo Venus or an interactive visit at a pornset 

and many more high quality shows, they can enjoy now

and interactive experiences. The newest feature of Saboom 

are the so called "Quickies".  

Christoph Pass, CEO: "With this kind of interactive short show we want to satisfy these users, 

who don´t have the time to watch a show from beginning to end or 

enjoy what they are looking for on the internet, according to their preferences. They can 

exactly find that now on Saboom but in an interactive way. Through a multitude of these 

"Quickies" the porn 2.0 experience goes into next round
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Saboom.com presents "Quickies" for quick pleasure  

If it has to happen fast, Saboom.com offers now a new feature for erotic movie friends. With 

the so called "Quickies" Saboom considers user requests and preferences and presents 

interactive porn" is still in Beta-Testing, 

more than 10.000 users were already able to assure 

themselves of this revolution in the erotic industry and play 

the interactive Saboom shows. Saboom stands for 

innovations in erotic entertainment and that´s why we never 

get tired to come up with new features for our users. 

To offer the users more than for example an interactive tour 

at the erotic expo Venus or an interactive visit at a pornset 

and many more high quality shows, they can enjoy now short 

and interactive experiences. The newest feature of Saboom 

 

Christoph Pass, CEO: "With this kind of interactive short show we want to satisfy these users, 

who don´t have the time to watch a show from beginning to end or those who just want to 

enjoy what they are looking for on the internet, according to their preferences. They can 

exactly find that now on Saboom but in an interactive way. Through a multitude of these 

"Quickies" the porn 2.0 experience goes into next round and offers the users, what the want."
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If it has to happen fast, Saboom.com offers now a new feature for erotic movie friends. With 

the so called "Quickies" Saboom considers user requests and preferences and presents 

Christoph Pass, CEO: "With this kind of interactive short show we want to satisfy these users, 

those who just want to 

enjoy what they are looking for on the internet, according to their preferences. They can 

exactly find that now on Saboom but in an interactive way. Through a multitude of these 

fers the users, what the want." 


